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Abstract Semantic dementia (SD) is a unique syndrome in
the frontotemporal lobar degeneration spectrum. Typically
presenting as a progressive, fluent anomic aphasia, SD is
the paradigmatic disorder of semantic memory with a
characteristic anatomical profile of asymmetric, selective
antero-inferior temporal lobe atrophy. Histopathologically,
most cases show a specific pattern of abnormal deposition
of protein TDP-43. This relatively close clinical, anatomical
and pathological correspondence suggests SD as a promis-
ing target for future therapeutic trials. Here, we discuss
outstanding nosological and neurobiological challenges
posed by the syndrome and propose a pathophysiological
model of SD based on sequential, regionally determined
disintegration of a vulnerable neural network.
Keywords Semantic dementia.Semantic primary
progressive aphasia.Frontotemporal lobar degeneration.
Network
Semantic dementia (SD) is a unique clinicopathological
syndrome in the frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD)
spectrum. Although the precise nosology continues to be
debated, according to an emerging consensus SD subsumes
the semanticvariant ofprimaryprogressive aphasia (Adlamet
al. 2006;G r o s s m a n2010; Gorno-Tempini et al. 2011). The
SD syndrome is characterised by an insidious deterioration
of semantic memory (the memory system mediating knowl-
edge of the meanings of words, objects and concepts)
associated with focal asymmetric atrophy chiefly involving
the anterior and inferior temporal lobes. Case histories
compatible with SD have been described for over a century
(Pick 1892; Hodges and Patterson 2007). However, the
significance of such cases was not appreciated until the
seminal work of Warrington (1975) defining the neuropsy-
chological syndrome and Mesulam (1982) identifying the
group of focal ‘language-led dementias’ (the primary
progressive aphasias), followed by the coining of the term
‘semantic dementia’ by Snowden et al. (1989). Recent
decades have witnessed an intense international research
effort devoted to the SD syndrome and its brain correlates
using a range of neuropsychological, neuroimaging and
neuropathological approaches. The recent identification of
TAR-DNA binding protein 43 (TDP-43) as the major
component of pathological ubiquitinated inclusions in a
substantial proportion of FTLD cases (the ‘TDP-43 protei-
nopathies’—Neumann 2009) has opened an unprecedented
window on the molecular pathophysiology of this group of
diseases, including SD. Although it is an uncommon
disorder (with estimated prevalence 1–5/100,000 between
ages 45 and 64, extrapolating from population-based
dementia surveys—Hodges and Patterson 2007), SD is of
high clinical and neurobiological importance. Clinically, it is
the paradigmatic disorder of human semantic memory and
presents a coherent clinical picture with largely predictable
evolution and pathology. Neurobiologically, it is a striking
illustration of a key contemporary theme in the field of
neurodegenerative disease, namely, the selective vulnerability
of neuronal populations or networks. Potentially, therefore,
SD holds insights both for our understanding of the
organisation of human brain knowledge systems and the
network pathophysiology of neurodegeneration. However,
there are a number of key unresolved issues surrounding the
SD syndrome and its brain basis.
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SD usually manifests as an insidious fluent aphasia with
reduced vocabulary. The syndrome often presents in late
middle life; however, the incidence in the elderly has almost
certainly been underestimated. In a recent pathologically
ascertained series of 100 cases, the mean age of onset was
60.3 years with a range of 40–79 years (Hodges et al.
2010). It is generally a sporadic disorder (Rohrer et al.
2009; Hodges et al. 2010). The features of the language
disturbance are captured in the recent consensus criteria for
SD (Gorno-Tempini et al. 2011) and reflect a core deficit of
word meaning knowledge. Typically, the patient complains
of word-finding difficulty and will ask the meaning of
familiar words; on examination, there is profound anomia,
impaired generation of words and categories, reduced
comprehension of single words and regularisation errors
on reading words aloud (for example, sounding the English
word ‘yacht’ as ‘yached’), resulting from the inappropriate
use of ‘surface’ rules of sound–print correspondence
(‘surface’ dyslexia). Speech articulation, phonology, syntax
and prosody are intact and repetition of words and phrases
and comprehension of grammatical relations (within the
limits of single word comprehension) are normal. Initially,
speech is generally copious and circumlocutory but the
relentless erosion of vocabulary leads (as in other progres-
sive aphasia syndromes) ultimately to mutism.
During the course of SD, the meaning of sensory objects
is generally also lost with supervening agnosia for visual,
auditory (Bozeat et al. 2000; Goll et al. 2010), tactile
(Coccia et al. 2004) and chemosensory (Rami et al. 2007;
Piwnica-Worms et al. 2010) stimuli: the deficit in these
cases particularly affects object recognition, or the associ-
ation of the sensory percept with meaning (‘associative
agnosia’), while perceptual encoding and discrimination are
relatively (or entirely) spared. In some patients, nonverbal
deficits dominate the clinical presentation: of these nonver-
bal presentations, the best defined is selective impairment
of face recognition (progressive prosopagnosia), and such
cases usually develop significant aphasia later in the course.
Nonverbal associative agnosias can be demonstrated within
the respective sensory modalities (i.e. after removing
potentially confounding effects from verbal labelling or
other cross-modal recognition procedures—Hodges and
Patterson 2007; Goll et al. 2010; Piwnica-Worms et al.
2010). Furthermore, analogous kinds of deficits appear in
separate modalities (Hodges and Patterson 2007): thus, for
nonverbal objects, as for words, recognition becomes
heavily dependent on familiarity and typicality, with better
recognition of superordinate categories than specific exem-
plars and a tendency to make ‘typicalisation’ errors (the
patient may identify a peacock only as a bird or later, as an
animal, and may also omit to draw its distinctive tail or may
represent it with four legs when asked to draw a peacock
from memory—the nonverbal visual equivalent of ‘surface
dyslexia’). In cognitive neuropsychological terms, this
decline into typicality and generality could be characterised
as a ‘pruning’ of the semantic space corresponding to stored
concepts (Lambon Ralph et al. 2010). From one perspec-
tive, the development of deficits extending across modal-
ities in SD implies an underlying essentially ‘pan-modal’
defect of semantic memory. Integral to the SD syndrome is
initially intact (or relatively preserved) performance in a
range of other cognitive domains, including episodic
(autobiographical) memory and perceptual, spatial, praxic
and nonverbal executive functions (Warrington 1975;
Graham et al. 2000; Hodges and Patterson 2007).
Although (in contrast to the behavioural variant of
frontotemporal dementia) behavioural disturbances are not
usually prominent at presentation in SD, these generally do
become significant as the disease evolves and include
obsessionality and mental rigidity, clock-watching, preoc-
cupation with games and puzzles, irritability and disinhibi-
tion, alterations of eating behaviour with odd food
preferences, and loss of emotional understanding and
responsiveness (Edwards-Lee et al. 1997; Hodges and
Patterson 2007; Rohrer and Warren 2010). These behav-
iours overlap closely with the spectrum of frontotemporal
dementia and are likely to arise both from impaired
understanding of social signals (for example, culturally
sanctioned food combinations—Piwnica-Worms et al.
2010) and spread of disease to extratemporal areas, in
particular orbitofrontal cortex. Other neurological (extrapy-
ramidal and rarely, amyotrophic) features may emerge later
in the course of SD (Hodges and Patterson 2007; Östberg P
and Bogdanovic 2010; Kremen et al. 2011) though these
are seldom evident at presentation. Patients may remain in a
state of dependency for a number of years; the median
clinical disease duration to death in the large series reported
by Hodges et al. (2010) was 12.8 years.
The differential diagnosis of SD includes other forms of
primary progressive aphasia, behavioural variant frontotem-
poral dementiaand clinicalAlzheimer’s disease (Kerteszetal.
2010). However, the striking and disproportionate involve-
ment of semantic memory, with loss of word knowledge
despite well-preserved language structure and fluency,
generally allows SD to be distinguished from these other
possibilities, at least in its earlier stages. While semantic
impairment does accompany Alzheimer’s disease (Garrard et
al. 1998), it is rarely the leading feature, as in SD.
Brain Anatomy: Structure and Function
The clinical syndrome of SD is associated with a
characteristic neuroanatomical profile, which usually
630 J Mol Neurosci (2011) 45:629–636secures the diagnosis (see Fig. 1). Structural volumetric MRI
typically reveals selective atrophy of the antero-inferior
temporal lobe, usually bilateral but asymmetric, and fre-
quently more severe in the left hemisphere. Atrophy is most
marked in temporal polar cortex, fusiform gyrus and mesial
temporal structures (Chan et al. 2001) with a clear antero-
posterior gradient; knife-blade atrophy at the pole gives way
to relatively normal cortex in more posterior temporal and
peri-Sylvian regions. This atrophy profile distinguishes SD
from both frontotemporal dementia (Rosen et al. 2002)a n d
Alzheimer’s disease (Chan et al. 2001). As might be
anticipated in an essentially sporadic disease, little informa-
tion is available concerning the very earliest anatomical
changes in SD; however, longitudinal imaging using MRI
volumetry (Czarnecki et al. 2008;R o h r e re ta l .2009)a n d
tensor-based morphometry (Brambati et al. 2009) has shown
that disease evolution is associated with extension of atrophy
to inferior frontal, insular and more posterior temporal lobe
cortices and to the contralateral temporal lobe, so that the
less affected temporal lobe ‘catches up’ over the course of
t h ed i s e a s e ;p o s tm o r t e md a t ai n d i c a t eal a r g e l ys y m m e t r i c
distribution of atrophy (Davies et al. 2009). This evidence
further strengthens the case for regarding the left and right
temporal lobe ‘variants’ of SD as a single coherent clinic–
anatomical syndrome (Seeley et al. 2005). Atrophy rates
during the phase of early established clinical disease are
sufficiently large and uniform that either whole brain or
regional lobar atrophy could feasibly serve as a biomarker in
future clinical trials: in terms of projected sample sizes
required to detect a moderate MRI treatment effect, SD
compares favourably with other FTLD subtypes (Rohrer et
al. 2009; Knopman et al. 2009; Krueger et al. 2010;G o r d o n
et al. 2010).
More recently, MR volumetry has been complemented
by other structural and functional imaging techniques and
these provide a convergent picture of regional neural
network breakdown in SD. Regional resting metabolic
changes overlap with (but may extend beyond) the zone of
maximal cortical atrophy (Diehl et al. 2004; Diehl-Schmid
et al. 2006; Desgranges et al. 2007; Acosta-Cabronero et al.
2011); however, task-related PET and fMRI has demon-
strated more widespread alterations associated with verbal
semantic processing (Mummery et al. 1999), reading (Wilson
et al. 2009), topographical recognition (Cipolotti and
Maguire 2003) and autobiographical memory (Maguire et
al. 2010), suggesting distributed functional reorganisation
involving networks coupled to the primary semantic network
centred on the anterior temporal lobes. Diffusion tensor
tractography suggests possible anatomical substrates for
these functional changes: SD is associated with signal
alterations in major white matter tracts traversing the
temporal lobe (the inferior longitudinal, arcuate and uncinate
fasciculi) and the genu of the corpus callosum but sparing
the fronto-parietal superior longitudinal fasciculus (Whitwell
et al. 2010;A g o s t ae ta l .2010; Acosta-Cabronero et al.
2011). Resting-state fMRI has demonstrated that atrophy in
SD targets a leftward-asymmetric intrinsic connectivity
network linking the temporal pole, amygdala and subgenual
cingulate (Seeley et al. 2009): these findings align SD with
an emerging paradigm of neurodegenerative disease, accord-
ing to which large-scale brain networks present in the healthy
brain are selectively targeted by particular neurodegenerative
pathologies (Seeley 2008;Z h o ue ta l .2010). To date, these
networks are best understood for Alzheimer’s disease and the
behavioural variant of frontotemporal dementia, but network
disintegration is likely to be of general relevance as a
pathophysiological paradigm potentially explaining a range
of neurodegenerative diseases.
Particular features of the SD syndrome have been shown
to correlate with the regional distribution of atrophy. Verbal
deficits are especially associated with left (dominant)
temporal lobe involvement while nonverbal deficits (in-
cluding prosopagnosia, other forms of object agnosia and
impaired knowledge of living things) have been linked to
right temporal lobe involvement (Joubert et al. 2003;
Thompson et al. 2003; Snowden et al. 2004; Mendez et
Fig. 1 Representative coronal T1-weighted MRI sections of the brain
of a patient with semantic dementia (clinical disease duration 3 years).
The sections show key structures at the level of the temporal pole
(TP), anterior temporal lobe (aTL) and posterior temporal lobe (pTL);
the left hemisphere is shown on the left in all sections. The sections
show a characteristic profile of asymmetric focal atrophy most
markedly affecting the anterior and inferior temporal lobes
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the right anterior fusiform gyrus has been linked to deficits
of face recognition (Josephs et al. 2008; Omar et al. 2010a).
Behavioural disturbances too are often more prominent in
association with predominantly right-sided atrophy (Seeley
et al. 2005; Hodges and Patterson 2007). Rather than any
strict partition of functions between hemispheres or within
the temporal lobe, the balance of evidence suggests
disruption of an integrated bi-temporal network that
mediates semantic processing across sensory modalities,
with relative anatomical selectivity for particular aspects of
semantic knowledge or particular knowledge modalities
within this network (Snowden et al. 2004). The temporal
poles (a site of particularly severe damage in SD) may serve
a key role, perhaps by instantiating a cross-modal or
amodal network ‘hub’ for integration of modality-specific
information into coherent concepts (Lambon Ralph et al.
2007, 2010), though other candidate regions for such a hub
(in particular, the anterior fusiform gyrus) have been
advanced (Mion et al. 2010). Precise one-to-one mappings
between regional atrophy and cognitive deficits are often
difficult to substantiate: for example, the severity of
hippocampal atrophy in SD is comparable to that seen in
Alzheimer’s disease (Chan et al. 2001), yet episodic
memory deficits in SD (in contrast to Alzheimer’s) are
generally not a significant clinical issue. The key to
resolving this apparent paradox is likely to lie with the
network basis of SD (and other neurodegenerative disor-
ders): thus, hippocampal atrophy in SD is associated with
atrophy of an anterior network focussed on surrounding
neocortical areas in the temporal and inferior frontal lobes,
whereas hippocampal atrophy in Alzheimer’s is associated
with breakdown of a posteriorly directed network including
the posterior cingulate gyrus (Pereira et al. 2009; Lehmann
et al. 2010; Acosta-Cabronero et al. 2011).
Histopathology
Among the syndromes in the FTLD spectrum, the histo-
pathological substrate for SD is one of the best defined: at
pathological examination, approximately 75% of cases
have features conforming to subtype 1 in the original
Sampathu classification of the TDP-43 proteinopathies or
type C in the recently proposed consensus classification
system (Sampathu et al. 2006; Cairns et al. 2007; Grossman
2010; Mackenzie et al. 2011). This subtype is characterised
by the presence of numerous, long tortuous dystrophic
neurites staining positive for TDP-43 in superficial cortical
laminae (predominantly layers II and III) with sparse
neuronal cytoplasmic inclusions and few or no neuronal
intranuclear inclusions. An important minority of cases of
SD have alternative histopathological and molecular asso-
ciations, including other TDP-43 proteinopathies (Östberg P
and Bogdanovic 2010), mutations in the gene coding
microtubule-associate protein tau (Bessi et al. 2010),
classical Pick’s disease (Hodges et al. 2010) and Alzheimer’s
disease (Grossman 2010). The aphasia associated with
mutations in the progranulin gene may resemble SD but
can generally be distinguished clinically based on the
presence of grammatical and phonological errors and
associated parietal signs (Rohrer et al. 2010). However, such
cases underline the need for more precise diagnostic criteria,
both to identify the ‘core’ syndrome of SD and to distinguish
it from overlap and ‘halo’ syndromes. This issue is not
merely of academic interest: while the relatively specific
mapping between clinical syndrome, anatomical profile and
tissue pathology makes SD an attractive target for future
trials of disease modifying therapies, the success of such
therapies will depend on accurate prediction of the target
disease process (Kertesz et al. 2010).
Outstanding Difficulties
Here, we argue that the design and evaluation of rational
therapies for SD will depend ultimately on a detailed
characterisation of the pathophysiology of the syndrome,
and that this in turn will require an understanding of the
phenomenology of regional network dysfunction and the
mechanisms that translate the molecular lesion of SD to a
large-scale ensemble of neurones. At present, these remain
elusive goals.
From a phenomenological perspective, the essential
characteristics of the SD syndrome are well understood
but the cognitive basis for the syndrome has not been fully
defined and unresolved problems remain. These chiefly
concern the scope of the syndrome, the relations between
the component deficits and the boundaries of the core
deficit. Thus, SD affects all modalities of object knowledge,
yet certain self-contained, specialised symbolic systems (in
particular, mathematics and music) may be relatively spared
(Hailstone et al. 2009; Omar et al. 2010b; Julien et al. 2008;
Weinstein et al. 2011), suggesting that the core deficit lies
with world-based (referential) knowledge rather than truly
global semantic failure. At least earlier in the course of SD,
the erosion of semantic function is not uniform across
modalities (for example, verbal semantic deficits generally
lead nonverbal semantic deficits: Hodges and Patterson
2007) nor always within modalities (category effects,
though uncommon, are documented—Lambon Ralph et
al. 2003). It is uncertain to what extent these effects reflect
the testing procedures used to document the deficits, the
intrinsic cognitive demands of processing in different
semantic domains or the underlying disease process.
However, this evidence suggests at least some neuropsy-
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system. Despite the emphasis on semantic impairment,
deficits of apperceptive processing (structural representa-
tion of objects) have been reported in SD for both the visual
and auditory modalities (Joubert et al. 2003; Caine et al.
2009; Goll et al. 2010): it is not clear whether such deficits
simply reflect spread of disease to adjacent cortical areas
mediating apperceptive processing or point to a more
fundamental disruption of object analysis at the interface
between perceptual and associative mechanisms. While the
balance of evidence supports network dysfunction as a key
mechanism in the pathogenesis of SD, the anatomical status
of the putative culprit network is less well established than
(for example) the default mode network implicated in the
pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease. Taken together with
the neuropsychological data (in particular, apparent dispar-
ities between verbal and nonverbal deficits), this has led to
the ‘suggestion that two or more separate networks are
essentially involved in SD, with implications for the
nosology of the syndrome in relation to the progressive
aphasias’ (Mesulam et al. 2003). These issues may only be
settled by joint neuropsychological and neuroimaging
(especially, functional imaging) experiments designed to
test specified hypotheses about the network organisation of
object knowledge and semantic memory more broadly.
From a molecular perspective, the mechanisms by which
abnormal proteins lead to selective neuronal destruction
remain largely unknown, though a number of candidates
have been identified. Axonal transport deficits might reduce
growth factor supply to projection neurones resulting in
spreading axonal degeneration (Salehi et al. 2009), or
abnormal proteins might themselves spread transynaptically
between neurones (as in the case of prion protein—Bartz et
al. 2002). Abnormally folded tau has been shown to induce
abnormal folding in nearby tau molecules (Frost et al.
2009). Information concerning the in vivo behaviour of
TDP-43 remains limited; however, it is likely to play a key
role in gene transcription and splicing regulation, in
addition to other cellular processes including apoptosis,
cell division, mRNA stabilisation, regulation of neuronal
plasticity and nuclear ‘scaffolding’ (Neumann 2009). These
activities of TDP-43 could potentially have downstream
effects via loss of function or toxic gain of function
mechanisms. If a cortical convergence zone or ‘hub’ were
affected by the molecular process, this strategic localisation
would tend to amplify its effects with rapid disintegration of
an entire connected neuronal system (Seeley et al. 2009).
A Pathophysiological Model of Semantic Dementia
Taking these caveats and uncertainties into account, we
outline a pathophysiological model of SD which makes
certain key assumptions. The model is schematised in
Fig. 2. First and most fundamentally, we assume that the
SD syndrome arises from disintegration of a distributed
neural network with specific intrinsic anatomical and
functional connectivity. We further assume that semantic
information about objects and concepts is distributed within
this network. For present purposes, we do not assume a
particular form of semantic network organisation amongst
the several which have been proposed (for a review see
Lambon Ralph et al. 2007, 2010). However, the model
should generate two key features of the SD syndrome: the
progressive neuropsychological erosion of fine-grained
object concepts with ‘pruning’ of concept boundaries
(Lambon Ralph et al. 2010) and anatomical asymmetry
within and between the temporal lobes. Each of these
features could arise if a gradient of disease-related damage
Fig. 2 A pathophysiological model of semantic dementia. The
schematic represents a distributed neural network in both temporal
lobes, linked via commissural fibres (C); the temporal lobes are
outlined in coronal section (compare Fig. 1) and stylised ‘neurons’
represent different elements of the network. In this representation, the
‘left’ temporal lobe is the more affected (atrophic) but the model does
not assume a particular lateralisation. An initial (stochastic) neurode-
generative event (here indicated as cross-hatching at location I)
propagates trans-synaptically through the network. The schematic
shows a single instigating neurodegenerative focus; however, this
could be multifocal. The neurodegenerative process is assumed to be
‘diluted’ as it traverses successive synaptic relays (here coded as grey
within the initially maximally affected temporal lobe, and black in the
contralateral temporal lobe): though the instigating molecular lesion
has not been characterised precisely, such a dilution could in principle
result from spread of a toxic molecule or loss of function effects (e.g.
synaptic dysregulation or loss of trophic support). Trans-synaptic
processes are assumed to act bidirectionally (i.e. potentially both
anterograde and retrograde); however, in general there will be a net
‘direction’ of effects according to whether the triggering event is local
or remote from the involved network element. The overall result of the
process is a gradient of neural damage across the network. At a given
disease stage, areas with high synaptic convergence (locations II and
III) are more severely affected by the neurodegenerative process
(represented as unfilled circles), establishing a gradient of atrophy
within the temporal lobe. In addition, there is an inter-hemispheric
gradient of damage manifesting as asymmetric temporal lobe atrophy.
A precise mapping of commissural pathways between homologous
areas in opposite temporal lobes and mirrored network connectivity
patterns in each temporal lobe are together assumed to recapitulate the
sequence of regional atrophy evolution in the initially less affected
temporal lobe
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insults) within the network. Here, we make a key assumption
that the pathological process acts trans-synaptically and
spreads in an anatomically restricted manner via projection
neurones linking regions within each temporal lobe as well as
homologous regions in both temporal lobes. In this scenario,
the most heavily connected network elements (e.g. conver-
gence zones in the anterior temporal lobe) that are most likely
to integrate detailed (feature-rich) semantic representations
would be relatively more vulnerable to the effects of the
instigating insult. In contrast, more remote network elements
(e.g. those in the posterior ipsilateral and contralateral
temporal lobes) would be relatively less vulnerable. This
feature of the model is in line with recent empirical data in SD
(Acosta-Cabronero et al. 2011).
A critical (and still undetermined) feature of the model
is the nature of the underlying molecular lesion that
allows the putative tissue gradients to become estab-
lished. This lesion could in principle act via a toxic gain
of function or loss-of-function mechanism: axonal trans-
fer of a toxic molecule, synaptic dysregulation or loss of
trophic support could allow a gradual trans-synaptic
spread of disease restricted to target projection elements
within the network. In this regard, we note that cortical
laminae II and III (a major focus of pathology in the
most common histopathological substrate of SD) are key
targets for inter-hemispheric cortico-cortical afferent
fibres, and lamina III is the principal source of cortico-
cortical efferent fibres (Miller 1996). We suggest that a
disease process with these characteristics could produce a
graded and anatomically selective atrophy profile like that
found in SD. One strong (and empirically testable)
prediction of this model is a precise sequential spread of
atrophy ‘mirrored’ between homologous subregions in
each temporal lobe: empirical data, though limited, are
consistent with such a longitudinal atrophy profile
(Czarnecki et al. 2008). This mirroring process would be
facilitated by inter-hemispheric disease spread (i.e. via
commissural pathways); however, involvement of com-
missural pathways need not be the sole mechanism. If
network connectivity is itself mirrored in each temporal
lobe, this would ensure that the sequence of disease spread
is recapitulated in the initially less affected temporal lobe
without necessarily invoking inter-hemispheric effects.
This principle could also account for a similar pattern of
atrophy evolution arising from different kinds of molecular
lesions (i.e. different histopathlogical substrates), in line with
the pathological heterogeneity of the SD syndrome. It follows
that network morphology, rather than the precise histopatho-
logical insult, would be the key determinant of the macro-
scopic and clinical manifestations of SD. More speculatively,
intrinsic asymmetries of network organisation in the left and
right temporallobes might account for the over-representation
of cases with leftward asymmetric temporal lobe atrophy
(though this is potentially attributable to various factors,
including ascertainment bias).
Future Directions
Aside from being a promising candidate target for future
clinical trials and a compelling experiment of nature, SD is a
key model system for understanding how neurodegeneration
translates to regional brain dysfunction. The essential linkage
in this pathophysiological cascade appears to be neural
network disintegration. If indeed SD is a specific ‘network-
opathy’, future progress in understanding and ultimately
treating this focal dementia will require a detailed analysis
of the nature of the network dysfunction and the mechanisms
by which such specific dysfunction could arise within a
neuronal ensemble. This enterprise will require a multidisci-
plinary approach drawing on neuropsychology, structural and
functional brain imaging and molecular physiology. We
anticipate that the fusion of these traditionally disparate levels
of analysis will herald a paradigm shift in neurodegenerative
disease research and a new era of rational therapies.
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